
  

 

HH Rental A/S is a Danish rental company specializing in the purchase, rental and sale of Scania trucks. 

Our concept trucks are characterized by a particularly high standard. This applies to both equipment level, 

drivetrain and structure. 

 

Internal vehicle number HHR42 

Model year 2023 

First registration 22-05-2023 

Chassis number YV2R0P0C3PA321907 

Origin Denmark (DK) 

Scania Service Agreement With (can be taken over) 

Building HHR basis 

Condition Very Good 

Hydraulic system With 

Delivery By appointment 

 

HHR42 is one of HH Rental's concept trucks. This means we have handled everything from ordering to 

delivery. The car was purchased from a Scania dealer in Denmark. 

 

Construction takes place in our own bodybuilder workshop and consists of many different modules that 

are put together and mounted in this process. This ensures an affordable high standard and not least that 

we always have parts in stock, both in connection with repairs or damage. 

 

Scania's Next Generation has been a sought-after truck since it was launched on the market in 2017. A 

reliable vehicle, with excellent comfort and operating economy.  

 

Furthermore, it can be seen that Scania trucks with the right configuration may have a different resale 

value and consequent depreciation profile than other brands.  

 

In our sales presentation there are specifications and pictures of the vehicle.  

 

Questions should be directed to jesper@hhrental.dk or by phone +4572408280.  

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:jesper@hhrental.dk


HHR42 is built with HH Rental's modular program, at JH Diesel A/S, Denmark. Here, a close dialogue is 

ensured between landlord and builder, with the customer at the center. The majority of superstructure 

works are outlined in build packages, ensuring faster assembly and accurate pricing of superstructures. 

There may be equipment fitted, which is not mentioned.   

 

HHR basic package ‘’With’’ (HHR start up built package) 

HHR lighting package With  

HHR foil package Without 

Original side skirts Without 

HHR side skirts between axle 1 og 2 ‘’With’’ 

HHR tool box right hand side  ‘’With’’ 

HHR side skirts between axle 2 og 3 With’’ 

HHR aluminum cover rear cabin ‘’With’’ 

HHR camera input trailer MXN Without 

HHR camera upper spoiler cabin rear MXN Without 

HHR power output cabin rear upper ‘’With’’ 

HHR valves trailer and power output lower ‘’With’’ 

HHR air blow gun cabin rear Without 

HHR aluminum cover battery casing Without 

HHR mud flap rear standard Without 

HHR aluminum cover chassis ‘’With’’ 

HHR custom bumper rear ‘’With’’ 

HHR mud flaps rear premium ‘’With’’ 

HHR aluminum cover spoiler top ‘’With’’ 

HHR hydraulic system right hand side Without 

HHR hydraulic system cabin rear Without 

HHR remote controlled hydraulic system Without 

HHR rotor blitz roof ‘’With’’ 

HHR work lights cabin rear  ‘’With’’ 

HHR work lights cabin side low ‘’With’’ 

HHR marker lights sides Without 

HHR outline marker lights sides Without 

HHR outline marker lights bumper front ‘’With’’ 

HHR outline marker lights bumper rear ‘’With’’ 



HHR pneumatic horns cabin roof ‘’With’’ 

HHR enlarged sun visor Without 

HHR light bar Without 

HHR spot lights Without 

HHR roof sign deep Without 

HHR roof sign flat ‘’With’’ 

HHR Michelin men  Without 

HHR marker lights front Without 

HHR extra lights existing package Without 

HHR inverter cabin ‘’With’’ 

HHR microwave oven cabin Without 

Special interior cabin Without 

 

Chassis specifications from the factory are indicative, where each vehicle may be equipped differently 

than described. There may be equipment that varies between engine variants and cab type. There may be 

equipment fitted that is not mentioned.  

 

There may be equipment from the chassis that has been removed in connection with the construction of 

the vehicle, just as there may be equipment that has been rebuilt or modified in the same connection.  

 

There may be equipment and effects replaced during operation in connection with conversion or wear and 

tear that have been replaced with another type or make. 

 

Conversion or modification may have taken place after the vehicle has been photographed, which is why 

the images may show a vehicle before it has been rebuilt or modified.  

 

All decorations on the paintwork are made of foil that can be removed. The foil may have changed in 

connection with customer switching.  

 

Inquiries to be directed to Jesper Hansen, at jesper@hhrental.dk or by phone +4572408280.  

 

HH Rental A/S 

Tyttebærvej 6 

8643 Ans By, Denmark 

 

VAT: 41064668 

www.hhrental.dk 
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